Extracts from World Peace Day Message 2018
Migrants and refugees: men and women in
search of peace

… it is not enough to open our hearts to the suffering of others. Much more remains to be done before
our brothers and sisters can once again live peacefully in a safe home. Welcoming others requires
concrete commitment, a network of assistance and goodwill, vigilant and sympathetic attention, the
responsible management of new and complex situations that at times compound numerous existing
problems, to say nothing of resources, which are always limited.
… government leaders should take practical measures to welcome, promote, protect, integrate and,
“within the limits allowed by a correct understanding of the common good, to permit [them] to become
part of a new society.
…the increased numbers of displaced persons is one of the consequences of the “endless and horrifying
sequence of wars, conflicts, genocides and ethnic cleansings” that had characterized the twentieth
century. To this date, the new century has registered no real breakthrough: armed conflicts and other
forms of organized violence continue to trigger the movement of peoples within national borders and
beyond.
…Many destination countries have seen the spread of rhetoric decrying the risks posed to national
security or the high cost of welcoming new arrivals, and thus demeaning the human dignity due to all as
sons and daughters of God. Those who, for what may be political reasons, foment fear of migrants
instead of building peace are sowing violence, racial discrimination and xenophobia…
A contemplative gaze
The wisdom of faith fosters a contemplative gaze that recognizes that all of us “belong to one family,
migrants and the local populations that welcome them, and all have the same right to enjoy the goods of
the earth…
When we turn that gaze to migrants and refugees, we discover that they do not arrive empty-handed.
They bring their courage, skills, energy and aspirations, as well as the treasures of their own cultures;
and in this way, they enrich the lives of the nations that receive them. We also come to see the
creativity, tenacity and spirit of sacrifice of the countless individuals, families and communities around
the world who open their doors and hearts to migrants and refugees, even where resources are scarce.
Milestones for action
Offering asylum seekers, refugees, migrants and victims of human trafficking an opportunity to find the
peace they seek requires a strategy combining four actions: welcoming, protecting, promoting and
integrating.
“Welcoming” calls for expanding legal pathways for entry and no longer pushing migrants and displaced
people towards countries where they face persecution and violence. It also demands balancing our
concerns about national security with concern for fundamental human rights….
“Protecting” has to do with our duty to recognize and defend the inviolable dignity of those who flee
real dangers in search of asylum and security, and to prevent their being exploited…

“Promoting” entails supporting the integral human development of migrants and refugees. Among many
possible means of doing so, I would stress the importance of ensuring access to all levels of education for
children and young people…
“Integrating”, lastly, means allowing refugees and migrants to participate fully in the life of the society
that welcomes them, as part of a process of mutual enrichment and fruitful cooperation in service of the
integral human development of the local community…
Proposals for international cooperation
… 2018 will lead the United Nations to draft and approve two Global Compacts, one for safe, orderly and
regular migration and the other for refugees. As shared agreements at a global level, these compacts will
provide a framework for policy proposals and practical measures. …they need to be inspired by
compassion, foresight and courage, so as to take advantage of every opportunity to advance the peacebuilding process.
.. from Saint John Paul II: “If the ‘dream’ of a peaceful world is shared by all, if the refugees’ and
migrants’ contribution is properly evaluated, then humanity can become more and more a universal
family and our earth a true ‘common home’.”[18] Throughout history, many have believed in this
“dream”, and their achievements are a testament to the fact that it is no mere utopia.

Full text of the message is available here
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